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Introd
duction
The
e SNR and excittation profile ach
hievable by a loc
calized MR spec
ctroscopy experim
ment depends o
on the correct se
etting of the transsmit gain (TG) to
+
assure
e that the excitation pulses have correct flip angle
es across the pre
escribed ROI. Pa
atient dependent spatial B1 inhom
mogeneities thatt can be observed
at B0≥
≥3T in the brain or
o the breasts re
equire a voxel ba
ased TG calibrattion method to a
achieve this. Auttomated calibratiion techniques u
using the average
signal from a fully excited slice can yield to miscalibrate
ed TG that degra
ades excitation p rofile especially when B1-sensitivve pulses are use
ed.
+
e recently introduced phase-bas
sed B1 mapping
g method using the Bloch-Siege
ert shift method encodes the B1 information into
o a signal phase
The
resulting from off-reso
onant RF pulses within the seque
ence. Volume ba
ased implementa
ation in gradient and spin-echo ssequences [1,2] as well as in fas
st
echo sequences [3] were demons
strated.
spin-e
Thiss study will pres
sent a voxel ba
ased TG calibrattion based on th
he Bloch-Siegerrt shift method e
embedded into a standard cliniical spectroscopy
seque
ence and determiining TG for the same
s
volume tha
at is excited for th
he spectroscopyy experiment.

Methods

Figure 1: BS--PRESS sequence
e. Two 6 ms Fermi
pulses symm
metrically placed around the last
refocusing p
pulse. The first pulse is at offresonance fre
equency ωRF and th
he second at -ωRF.

φBS

TGpredicted

Blocch-Siegert shift method was im
mplemented by modifying a sttandard PRESS
S sequence (BS
SPRES
SS). Two off-reso
onant Fermi puls
ses (6 ms, ±4 kHz
k
relative to water,
w
ωRF) appl ied symmetrical ly
around
d the last refocusing pulse were included (figure 1). Center frequ
uency of PRESS
S excitation pulse
es
was se
et to water reson
nance frequency..
Pha
antom experimen
nts were done us
sing a MRS phantom (MRS HD Sphere, GE Hea
althcare, diamete
er
= 18 ccm) on a whole body
b
3T scannerr (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI,
W USA) with sta
andard quadraturre
head ccoil and 12-element head configu
uration of HNS co
oil.
Datta processing in
ncluding coil combination for th
he multi-element receive coil, a
averaging, phasse
subtra
action and unwrrapping was imp
plemented in MATLAB
M
(MathW
Works, Natick, M
MA, USA). Bloch
hSiegerrt mean phase shift
s
(φBS) and ph
hase error (ΔφBS) derived from the first 1024 of th
he totally acquire
ed
4096 p
points (figure 2) were
w
used to calculate the predic
cted optimal transmit gain (TGpreddicted).
TGsstarting was first set
s by the standard slice-based multi-echo sequ
uence in the au
utomated presca
an
(APS) process [4]. Parrameters of BS-P
PRESS were: TE
E = 47 ms or 144 ms, TR ranging from 750 ms to 2
3
3
X = 2 or 8, voxel size from 2 × 2 × 2 cm to 100 × 100 × 2 cm witth total acquisitio
on time between 6
s, NEX
and 48
8 seconds. In ad
ddition, excitation
n slice profile of the PRESS refo
ocusing pulse w
was determined b
by
acquirring an image of voxel for various
s refocusing pulses and settings of
o TG.
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Figure 2: Bloch-Sieg
gert phase shift φBS.
To calculate prediicted optimal ga
ain
TGppredicted the mean value of first 10
024
poin
nts is used.

TGstarting
Figure 3: TGpredicted vs. TGstarting
acquired
s
standard
tra
ansmit/receive
with
quadraturre head coil (blue line) or with
receive only
o
12-element he
ead coil, body
coil for trransmission. The Bloch-Siegert
shift meth
hod gives consisten
nt results over
a large ra
ange of starting TG setting.

Resu
ults

Figure 4: Pulse p
profile of standard reduced flip angle
e refocusing pulse
(top) and broadba
ulse (bottom: n • BW = 175, [5]).
and refocusing pu
TGstarting = 100 (lefft) and TGpredicted = 92 (right) demonsttrates the effect of
a wrong TG settin
ng. For the standa
ard pulse the corre
ect TG result in a
flatter excitation p
profile. The excitation profile of the
e used broadband
pulse depends strrongly on B1 ampliitude (TG) and devviates significantly
from the expecte
ed profile with the (wrong) TG de
etermined by the
automated prescan
n.

Diffferent parameters of BS-PRESS sequence (TE, TR,
T NEX) reprod
ducibly result in T
TGpredicted = 92.0 ± 0.2 for fixed TG
Gstarting = 100. Me
easurements with
a rang
ge of values for TG
T starting results in
n TGpredicted = 91.9 ± 0.5 using the
e quadrature hea
ad coil and 107.2
2 ± 0.3 using the HNS coil (figure
e 3). With TGstartinng
set byy the default auto
omated prescan, the slice profile
e deviates from the expected prrofile for a voxell located in the center of the sp
phere both for the
standa
ard refocusing pulse as well as for a broadband
d refocusing puls
se [5]. Changing
g the transmit ga
ain to the predictted value TGprediicted gives a much
better profile especially
y in the case of the
t B1-sensitive broadband
b
pulse
e (figure 4).

Discu
ussion
It ha
as been demons
strated that the proposed voxel ba
ased transmit ga
ain calibration tecchnique using the
e Bloch-Siegert sshift method for MR spectroscopy
increa
ases the accurac
cy of TG setting. The proposed implementation assures
a
that the volume used fo
or TG calibration and the finally d
desired excitation
volume are identical. The method supports small SV
V up to large CS
SI volume sizes . The acquisition
G
n time of 6 seconds is comparrable to other TG
ation techniques. Broadband RF refocusing pulses used to reduce chemical shifft induced errorss in MRS, usuallyy very prone to B1-miscalibration
n,
calibra
benefiit largely from co
orrect TG setting.
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